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An online writing community is a one-stop solution for people who want to become professional writers. With the 
advancement of technology there are many writing communities available over the Internet. Many writers use it to 
share their work with people and get feedback from them. But the problem with the present communities is that they 
offer ways to collaborate with people but don’t provide proper resources to build their career as professional writers.  
To resolve the issues, a prototype of a new writing community called Netizen Writer was developed at Fairfield 
University in the Software Engineering department to help writers improve their skills and ultimately help them 
grow into professionals.  
The application will provide a writer with an interface where they can comfortably create writings of different 
categories. A review based point management system is available ensuing writer to get quality reviews from their 
readers. And the writings are ranked based on the qualified reviews and popularity. Users of this system will have a 
personalized dashboard where they can customize all their work.  The application not only focuses on writers but 
also provides equal importance to its readers. Readers shall have a rich user experience with the page flip feature 
where they get a feel of reading a real book. A customized search is available to users to filter the results based on 
their priorities. Additionally the system provides forums and groups for users to collaborate and share their ideas. 
 

 

 
 

Figure: Home Page design for Netizen Writer Application 
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The above figure is a glimpse of home page design, which contains navigation to all the features provided by the 
application. New users can register or even sign in from this interface. A search filter provides various categories, 
genres so the user can have an option to make single level or multi level search. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure: Page flip effect for Netizen Writer Application 

The above figure demonstrates the flip effect, which will be provided to the readers while reading. For reading users 
don’t require registration but for giving reviews or to create their own writing users need to register and buy points 
by subscribing. Points can also be earned by providing quality reviews to writers. These points can be used to read 
premium writings. 

There are ongoing plans in taking the system to next level. Our plans include better point management and 
enhancement of user interface and making it more appealing and user friendly. 
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